Introduction {#s1}
============

As an object approaches, the image of that object becomes larger on the surface of an observer's retina. Many animals use these size changes to estimate whether and when an object will collide with the animal ([@bib65]; [@bib44]; [@bib36]) and also to estimate the animal's own motion through the environment ([@bib15]; [@bib67]). Neurons with such selectivity for approaching motion have been found in the dorsal visual pathway of primates ([@bib56]; [@bib24]; [@bib80]). However, it is not known whether similar approach selectivity is found earlier in the visual pathway of primates.

Several ganglion cell types found in the retinas of humans and non-human primates project to the dorsal visual pathway, including parasol (magnocellular-projecting) cells ([@bib62]). These cells can detect small changes in the reflectance of an object relative to the background (i.e. contrast), and their high contrast sensitivity has resulted in the hypothesis that these cells contribute primarily to representations of object form ([@bib37]; [@bib45]). Less is known about how motion affects the response properties of these cells ([@bib14]; [@bib31]; [@bib49]).

Here, we report that parasol and other ganglion cell types in the macaque monkey retina display a preference for approaching motion. We show that visual circuits downstream of parasol cells can detect approaching motion based solely on the spike output of these cells. We further study the synaptic basis for this computation using direct recordings and a computational model. In summary, the elementary computations for detecting approach are present in the retinal input to the dorsal visual pathway of primates.

Results {#s2}
=======

We recorded the spike responses of five ganglion cell types---broad thorny, On and Off smooth monostratified, and On and Off parasol ganglion cells---in an in vitro preparation of the macaque monkey retina to determine whether these cells showed preference for approaching or receding motion. Cells were identified based on their characteristic cell body sizes and shapes under infrared illumination, their distinct light response properties, and dendritic morphologies ([@bib60]; [@bib82]; [@bib17]; [@bib61]; [@bib59]). We begin by demonstrating that these cells show strong selectivity for approaching textures.

Five primate ganglion cell types show preference for approaching textures {#s2-1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Humans and non-human primates use changes in spatial scale or object size in estimating the speed of approaching objects and their own motion through the environment ([@bib65]; [@bib44]; [@bib36]; [@bib15]; [@bib67]). Further, this selectivity for approaching motion is commonly thought to originate in the thalamus or visual cortex of primates ([@bib80]), and a retinal origin for this type of motion sensitivity has not been considered.

To determine whether ganglion cells in the primate retina exhibited a preference for approaching motion, we recorded cellular responses to moving stochastic textures (see Materials and methods). The spatial scale of the textures changed as a function of time---increasing in scale to simulate approaching motion or decreasing in scale to simulate receding motion. Further, both stimulus classes contained the same ranges of images scales---the receding motion stimuli were simply the time-reversed image sequences of the approaching stimuli ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib67]; [@bib80]). Further, we tested the same range of scale changes that have been shown to elicit percepts of approaching motion in humans ([@bib67]).

![Ganglion cells exhibit a preference for approaching textures.\
(**A**) Responses of several ganglion cell types to receding (*red*) and approaching (*black*) Gaussian textures. Average spike rate is shown across 50--200 distinct randomly generated textures. The gray region indicates the period of motion. (**B**) Example of receding and approaching texture stimuli used in the experiments (*top*). Scale bar indicates 0.5 mm. *Bottom*, Optical flow fields computed from an example approaching texture movie. White areas show regions from which the texture expanded during the stimulus sequence. (**C**) Approach selectivity index values for cell types in (**A**) to the texture stimuli. Transparent shapes indicate individual cells. Opaque shapes and error bars indicate mean ± SEM. (**D**) Approach selectivity (*y*-axis) as a function of the initial spatial frequency (*x*-axis) in parasol (n = 16) and smooth monostratified ganglion cells (n = 7). Approach selectivity persisted at all spatial frequencies tested.\
Figure 1---source data 1.Included is a data file containing a structure for the approach selectivity data in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-51144-fig1){#fig1}

As shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, approaching textures elicited larger spike responses than receding textures in parasol, smooth monostratified, and broad thorny (On-Off type) ganglion cells. A large bistratified ganglion cell--another type of On-Off cell---also showed increased spiking to approaching textures, but the bias to approaching motion was not as strong as that observed in the other cell types ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, *bottom*). This finding indicated that preference for approaching motion was not a universal property of all primate ganglion cells, but was restricted to a subset of these cell types.

We quantified the degree to which a cell preferred approaching or receding motion by calculating the difference between the spike responses to approaching ($R_{approaching}$) and receding ($R_{receding}$) motion divided by the sum of those responses, as described by [Equation 1](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$${approachselectivity} = \frac{R_{approaching} - R_{receding}}{R_{approaching} + R_{receding}}$$

Positive values indicate a preference for approaching motion and negative values for receding motion while values near zero indicate a lack of preference. Indeed, the approaching textures elicited higher spike rates in On- and Off-type parasol and smooth monostratified ganglion cells, resulting in significant approach selectivity values in all four cell types ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; p\<7.8 × 10^--3^; Wilcoxon signed rank test).

The smallest texture scales used in these experiments corresponded in size to the dendritic tree diameters of the diffuse bipolar cells that provide excitatory synaptic input to parasol and smooth monostratified ganglion cells in the mid-peripheral retina (∼30--40 µm) ([@bib18]; [@bib9]; [@bib74]; [@bib75]; [@bib77]). However, to reliably contribute to vision, these mechanisms must operate across the broad range of spatial scales encountered in the natural environment ([@bib28]; [@bib22]). To ensure that approach selectivity was not restricted to a limited subset of texture scales (i.e. spatial frequencies), we repeated the texture experiments using four distinct scale ranges in the same cell. The smallest scales in the texture sequences ranged from the approximate width of diffuse bipolar cells (3.3 cycles degree^--1^) to the approximate dendritic tree width of parasol ganglion cells in the mid-peripheral macaque retina (0.8 cycles degree^--1^).

Varying the scale ranges of the texture sequences did not change the preference for approaching textures. Approach selectivity persisted in parasol and smooth monostratified cells across these stimulus conditions (parasol: n = 16 cells, p\<2.4 × 10^--4^; smooth monostratified: n = 7 cells, p\<7.8 × 10^--3^; Wilcoxon signed rank test). In fact, approach selectivity increased with increasing texture scale (i.e. decreasing spatial frequency) in both parasol and smooth monostratified cells ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicated that the mechanisms mediating approach selectivity in these cells operate across a wide range of spatial scales. Further, the texture stimuli contained similar statistical properties to the types of motion encountered during optical flow, indicating that signals from parasol and smooth monostratified cells could be utilized in detecting this type of motion.

Approach motion selectivity predicted from nonlinear subunits {#s2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Neurons in macaque visual cortex show a preference for approaching textures, which is thought to arise from the linear spatiotemporal receptive-field structure of these cells ([@bib80]). However, neural mechanisms operating much earlier in the visual pathway might also contribute to the observed preference for approaching motion.

We considered the excitatory synaptic output from retinal bipolar cells onto the dendrites of ganglion cells as a strong candidate for contributing to this type of stimulus selectivity. The synaptic output of retinal bipolar cells is strongly rectified (nonlinear) ([@bib20]; [@bib68]) and this rectification is critical for detecting certain types of visual motion ([@bib21]; [@bib6]; [@bib43]; [@bib49]). Thus, we used a combination of computational modeling and synaptic current recordings to determine whether bipolar cells contributed to approach selectivity in parasol and smooth monostratified cells.

We created subunit receptive-field models based on direct measurements of the spatiotemporal filtering properties and output nonlinearities of the diffuse bipolar cells that provide excitatory synaptic input to parasol and smooth monostratified ganglion cells in the macaque monkey retina. The spatial components of the model bipolar cell receptive fields were based on previous measurements of these cells ([@bib18]; [@bib9]; [@bib74]; [@bib77]) and the temporal filtering properties, electrical coupling, and output nonlinearities were based on our own direct measurements ([@bib49]).

The receptive-field profile of ganglion cells was modeled as a difference-of-Gaussians in which the receptive-field center was opposed by a surround of opposite contrast polarity. This receptive-field profile set the weighting of subunit inputs to model ganglion cells. The sizes and strengths of the center and surround regions of the receptive field were determined directly by measuring spike responses to sinusoidally modulated spots that varied in diameter (14--720 µm)---the relative sizes and strengths of center (*w~C~*) and surround (*w~S~*) regions of the receptive field were estimated from these response patterns ([Figure 2B, C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; see Materials and methods).

![Direct measurement of spatiotemporal receptive-field model parameters.\
(**A**) Model architecture. Center (*left*) and surround (*right*) regions of the receptive field were comprised of subunits. Subunits also exhibited center-surround receptive field structures based on published measurements. Following spatiotemporal filtering, signals were passed through a static input-output nonlinearity after which they were normalized and integrated at the level of model ganglion cells. (**B**) The sizes and weightings of center (*w~C~*) and surround (*w~S~*) inputs to the model ganglion cells in (**A**) were calculated by recording spike responses to spots presented over an On parasol ganglion cell's receptive field. Spot contrast (0.5) was modulated sinusiodally at 2 Hz and spot radius varied on each trial. The modulation depth (F1 amplitude) of the average cycle was largest at 145 μm (*left*) and fell off at smaller and larger radii (*right*). Solid line shows difference-of-Gaussians fit to the data (*right*). (**C**) Same as (**B**) for an Off parasol cell. (**D--E**) The temporal lag between center (**D**) and surround (**E**) regions of the receptive field was measured using a Gaussian flicker stimulus. On each frame, the contrast of either a spot (center condition) or annulus (surround condition) was drawn randomly from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 0.1. Temporal filters were determined by cross-correlating the cell's spike output with the stimulus sequence (*left*) and the temporal lag between center and surround was determined from the time-to-peak of these filters. *Middle*, Input-output nonlinearities were determined for the center and surround noise. *Right*, Unique contrast sequences were interleaved with repeated sequences. The repeated sequences were not used in computing the temporal filters, but were used to cross-validate the model. The average response to the repeated sequences (*black*) showed high correspondence to the model prediction (*green*).](elife-51144-fig2){#fig2}

Both center and surround regions were comprised of subunits and the surround provided lateral inhibition to the model ganglion cell with a temporal delay (see Materials and methods). This delay occurs because surround inhibition typically arises via feedback from horizontal cells or amacrine cells and, thus, must traverse an extra synapse relative to the direct excitatory synaptic input from bipolar cells. We directly measured the surround delay by recording responses to spots presented over the receptive-field center or annuli presented in the surround. Spot or annulus contrast was drawn from a Gaussian distribution on each frame and the temporal filtering properties of center and surround regions were measured directly by cross-correlating the contrast trajectory of the stimulus with the cell's spike output (see Materials and methods). The temporal delay between center and surround regions was determined from the difference in the time-to-peak of the temporal filters measured in the center and surround regions of the receptive field ([Figure 2D, E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This delay was then incorporated into the model at the level of the surround subunits.

To determine whether the subunit models predicted the observed approach selectivity, we obtained the model outputs to moving textures. To simulate approaching or receding motion, the spatial frequency content (i.e. spatial scale) of the textures changed as a function of time ([@bib67]; [@bib80]). We compared two models that were identical except for the input-output function of the subunits---in one case the function was linear and in the other it was nonlinear. The outputs of the linear subunit model were similar for both approaching and receding textures, resulting in a lack of approach selectivity (p\>0.4 at all expansion rates; [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, the nonlinear subunit model showed a very different pattern---approaching textures produced significantly larger outputs than receding textures for each expansion rate and this bias for approaching motion increased with increasing rate ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These modeling results suggest that the nonlinear output of retinal bipolar cells may contribute to approach selectivity in some ganglion cell types (see Appendix 1 for a more detailed treatment of this subject).

![Approach selectivity to moving textures predicted from nonlinear receptive-field subunits.\
(**A**) Normalized outputs of linear subunit models to 500 textures that either approached or receded at five different rates. Approaching and receding motion was not distinguishable at any rate for either the On or the Off subunit models. (**B**) Outputs of models containing nonlinear subunits. Adding a nonlinearity at the model bipolar cell output produced selectivity for approaching textures at all expansion rates. Error bars indicate mean ± SEM.](elife-51144-fig3){#fig3}

These results are particularly important in the context of canonical models of motion sensitivity in primates. Previous studies posited that this type of approach selectivity arose in the cortex or thalamus ([@bib80]). Our physiological recordings, however, indicated that some primate ganglion cell types showed approach selectivity. Moreover, our modeling results indicated that approach sensitivity was predicted as a consequence of ganglion cells pooling across several nonlinear subunits. We will directly test the contribution of bipolar cells to approach motion selectivity later in this work, but first we examine whether retinorecipient brain regions could detect approaching motion from the outputs of parasol ganglion cells.

Circuit model predicts selectivity for approaching motion {#s2-3}
---------------------------------------------------------

Our physiological recordings indicated that individual parasol cells could distinguish between approaching or receding texture motion with a high degree of accuracy ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We employed our computational models to gain insight into how accurately the direction of moving textures could be inferred by downstream neurons from the outputs of populations of On and Off parasol cells.

Each subclass of parasol ganglion cell (On or Off) forms a regularly spaced mosaic with neighboring cells of the same class, but the dendritic-field and receptive-field locations between On and Off types are uncorrelated ([@bib82]; [@bib29]). Thus, we randomly shifted the locations of the model On and Off cell mosaics relative to each other. We tested the model on 500 different textures moving at five different speeds (0.5--8 degrees s^--1^). As with our direct recordings, the On and Off models showed larger responses for approaching textures relative to their receding counterparts ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Computational model predicts selectivity for approaching textures.\
(**A**) Example approaching and receding textures. The same texture sequence was presented from highest-to-lowest spatial frequency (approaching) or lowest-to-highest spatial frequency (receding). Models were run on 500 unique texture sequences at five different expansion rates. (**B**) Average responses of On (*top*) and Off models (*bottom*) to 500 textures that approached or receded at 2.0 degree s^--1^. (**C**) Basic organization of decoding models. Model bipolar cells provided input to ganglion cell mosaic which, in turn, provided input to the decoder. (**D**) The output of the linear decoding model was the weighted sum of the outputs from the On and Off models. The model produced larger outputs for approaching than receding motion for each of the textures, shown as individual circles (*left*). Jensen-Shannon distance values computed between the distributions for approaching and receding textures at five expansion rates (*middle*). This approach bias persisted across a range of expansion rates and was highest at higher rates. Lines are color coded for the number of ganglion cells combined by the decoder. *Right*, Jensen-Shannon distance (*y*-axis as function of the maximum spatial frequency in the moving textures (*x*-axis). Discriminability of the approaching textures persisted across a broad range of spatial frequencies and fell off when spatial frequency content was very low (\<0.3 cycles degree^--1^). (**E**) Same as (**D**) for the quadratic decoding model.](elife-51144-fig4){#fig4}

We tested linear and quadratic decoding models to estimate how accurately downstream neurons could distinguish between approaching and receding texture motion based on the outputs of the model On and Off parasol cells. The output of the linear decoding model was the scaled sum of the model parasol cell responses, and the quadratic model squared the outputs of these cells prior to scaling and summation (see Materials and methods). We assessed the models' ability to distinguish between approaching and receding motion by calculating the Jensen-Shannon distance between the model outputs to these stimuli ([@bib25]; [@bib57]). This metric quantifies the degree of dissimilarity between the response distributions---values near zero indicate a high degree of similarity while values near one occur when the distributions are more distinct (see Materials and methods; [Equation 17](#equ17){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Indeed, both decoding models showed Jensen-Shannon distance values ≥0.28 under all conditions and values near one at the higher speeds tested ([Figure 4D, E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicated that downstream circuits could accurately detect approaching motion with very simple processing of the inputs from On and Off parasol cells.

To determine whether decoding accuracy varied with the number of ganglion cell outputs, we calculated model performance while varying the number of On/Off output pairs (1--6 pairs). Pairings were established by calculating the nearest Euclidean distance between neighboring cells. Increasing the number of model ganglion cell pairs providing input to the linear decoder produced a modest increase in performance ([Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The effect on the quadratic decoder was more varied---increasing the number of ganglion cells greatly improved performance at the slowest expansion rates, but the effects were inconsistent at faster expansion rates. These results are consistent with the premise that integrating over a larger number of retinal outputs improved performance in detecting approaching textures. However, model performance was high for single ganglion cell pairs, indicating that little integration or post-processing of the retinal output was required to reliably detect approaching motion.

The type of motion that we studied with the approaching and receding texture stimuli is commonly encountered as an animal moves through the environment ([@bib67]; [@bib22]). The results presented thus far in our study support the premise that the output of the primate retina contains reliable information that could be used by downstream neural pathways for detecting approaching motion. Our next goal was to understand the specific neural circuit mechanisms mediating the observed motion preference.

Approach motion selectivity present for moving annuli {#s2-4}
-----------------------------------------------------

The subunit model in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrated that the nonlinear input-output properties of bipolar cell subunits could account for much of the observed approach selectivity to texture motion. We next wanted to determine whether this output nonlinearity accounted for all the observed effect or whether other circuit mechanisms also contributed. We did this by designing a stimulus paradigm which should not elicit approach selectivity for the nonlinear subunit circuit motif described in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, if approach selectivity were observed, other circuit mechanisms must also contribute. The stimulus used was a ring (annulus) that expanded outwardly (approaching) or contracted inwardly (receding) along the dendritic tree ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the widest extent of the annulus relative to the receptive-field profiles of example On and Off parasol cells that were measured using the stimulus paradigm described in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The annulus was contained within the receptive-field center, which allowed us to probe cellular and model response properties without strongly engaging the surround.

![Canonical receptive-field models predict a lack of approach selectivity.\
(**A**) Stimulus paradigm for approaching and receding annuli. Annuli either rapidly increased in radius (*approaching*) or decreased in radius (*receding*). (**B**) Two-dimensional spatial receptive-field profiles used in the model. Values were determined directly from parasol cell recordings as shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Gray regions indicate the widest extent of the moving annuli. (**C**) The linear subunit model was created in which subunit input was integrated linearly prior to a single nonlinearity at the ganglion cell output. Model parameters came directly from measurements of spatiotemporal receptive field properties. On and Off models predicted similar responses for both approaching and receding annuli. (**D**) A model in which the output of each subunit was passed through the output nonlinearity prior to integration at the level of the ganglion cell also predicted similar responses to approaching and receding annuli. The nonlinear subunit model also predicted similar responses in Off parasol cells to approaching and receding annuli of a given contrast. (**E**) Output of On and Off models with electrical coupling between bipolar cells. This models produced excitatory conductances that were biased toward approaching motion. (**F**) A model in which coupling between subunits was absent, but the subunit receptive-field sizes were enlarged to simulate lateral spread through gap junctions. Approach selectivity was absent from this model, indicating that the increase in subunit receptive-field size alone could not account for the approach selectivity observed in (**E**). (**G**) Approach selectivity index calculated for the On and Off cell coupled subunit models at a series of coupling gains. Approach selectivity was highest for gains of ∼0.1--0.4. (**H**) Approach selectivity for the enlarged subunit models calculated for a series of subunit diameters. Selectivity was relatively low even at large diameters.\
Figure 5---source code 1.Included is a MATLAB file containing code used to generate a simplified coupling model.](elife-51144-fig5){#fig5}

We tested the predictions of three model configurations on the approaching and receding annuli: (1) a model in which the subunit outputs were linear (linear subunit model), (2) a model in which the output of each subunit was passed through an output nonlinearity (nonlinear subunit model), and (3) a model in which simulated electrical coupling between subunits occurred prior to the output nonlinearity (coupled subunit model).

Unlike their predictions for the texture stimuli ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), the linear and nonlinear subunit models both predicted a lack of approach selectivity for the moving annuli, as model outputs were similar for the approaching and receding annuli at all contrasts ([Figure 5C, D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The coupled subunit model, however, predicted larger responses to approaching annuli than to receding annuli ([Figure 5E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

What accounts for the approach bias predicted by the coupled subunit model? It was proposed to us that the effect of coupling in expanding the subunit receptive-field size could explain the observed approach motion bias. Indeed, some studies have proposed that electrical coupling significantly increases the size of bipolar cell receptive fields ([@bib18]; [@bib42]; [@bib64]), but see [@bib8]. We sought insight into whether altering the subunit receptive-field size could account for the observed approach bias. We did this by varying the subunit receptive-field diameters in models lacking electrical coupling between subunits.

We used a receptive-field diameter of 32 µm in our coupled subunit model that exhibited approach selectivity to moving annuli (two-standard-deviation diameter; [Figure 5E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This value was based on a previous study in which we used direct measurements of excitatory synaptic currents in parasol ganglion cells to determine the subunit size, coupling gain between subunits (gain, 0.1), and space constant for electrical coupling in the diffuse bipolar cell networks (λ, 36.4 μm) ([@bib49]). These model parameters would expand the subunit receptive field by ∼7 μm. Thus, if approach selectivity were a result of subunit receptive-field expansion, we would expect to observe comparable approach selectivity values for the coupled model and a model lacking electrical coupling with subunit diameters of ∼39--40 µm. However, this was not the case ([Figure 5G, H](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The coupled subunit models showed approach selectivity values of ∼0.5 when the coupling gain was 0.1 (On model, 0.56; Off model, 0.46), but the same models that lacked coupling and with subunit diameters of 40 m exhibited much lower approach selectivity (enlarged subunit model: On model, 0.09; Off model, 0.03). In fact, doubling the subunit receptive-field diameters did not reproduce the level of approach selectivity observed in the coupled subunit model or in our direct recordings from parasol ganglion cells ([Figure 5G, H](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, approach bias does not arise primarily from enlarging subunit receptive fields.

These modeling simulations produced two principal results. First, the nonlinear subunit model predicted approach selectivity to the expanding texture stimuli ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), but not to the expanding annuli. Thus, if this model accurately reflects the underlying circuitry, then we should observe a lack of approach selectivity to the annulus stimulus in our direct recordings from primate ganglion cells.

Another important result of the simulations was the divergent predictions of the nonlinear and coupled subunit models ([Figure 5D, E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These models were identical other than that the latter model simulated electrical coupling between subunits prior to the output nonlinearity. Thus, the differences in predicted output pattern between these two models suggested that electrical coupling in the bipolar cell network contributes to approach bias for certain classes of stimuli such as the moving annuli (see Appendix 1). If such a mechanism were engaged by these stimuli, we would expect to observe approach selectivity to the moving annuli in our cellular recordings. Indeed, we next tested these predictions by recording the responses of ganglion cells to the moving annulus stimulus paradigm.

Consistent with the predictions of the coupled subunit model, parasol cells exhibited pronounced asymmetries to approaching and receding annuli. In On parasol cells, approaching bright annuli evoked much larger spike responses than receding annuli of the same contrast---at the highest contrast, approaching motion elicited 85.4 ± 10.9 spikes s^--1^ versus 7.1 ± 4.3 spikes s^--1^ for receding motion (contrast, +1.0; mean ± SEM; n = 26 cells; p=8.3 × 10^--6^; p\<2.6 × 10^--5^ at all contrasts; Wilcoxon signed rank test, here and below). Likewise, approaching motion to strong negative contrasts in Off parasol cells evoked 148.7 ± 12.8 spikes s^--1^ versus 55.2 ± 9.4 spikes s^--1^ for receding motion (contrast, --1.0; mean ± SEM; n = 24 cells; p=2.1 × 10^--5^; p\<3.4 × 10^--5^ at all contrasts).

We calculated the approach selectivity index for each cell ([Figure 6H](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Unlike to the moving textures, Off smooth monostratified and broad thorny cells lacked consistent approach selectivity to the annulus stimulus, but approach selectivity persisted in On smooth monostratified and On and Off parasol cells. Besides demonstrating that approach selectivity generalized to a broader range of visual stimuli in the latter three cell types, these results aligned well with the predictions of the coupled subunit model, suggesting that electrical coupling or other lateral interactions within the network contributes to approach selectivity in these cells. To gain further insight into the circuit mechanisms involved, we performed synaptic current recordings from parasol cells to the moving annulus stimulus paradigm.

![Approach motion selectivity for moving annuli.\
(**A**) Spike responses in an On parasol ganglion cell to receding (*left*) and approaching (*middle*) annuli presented at a series of contrasts. *Right*, Average spike rate during movement of receding (*red*) and approaching (*black*) annuli as a function of stimulus contrast. (**B--F**) Same as (**A**) for Off parasol (**B**), On smooth monostratified (**C**), Off smooth monostratified (**D**), broad thorny (**E**), and large bistratified ganglion cells (**F**). (**G**) Approach sensitivity index values for the stimulus paradigm. Transparent shapes indicate individual cells. Opaque shapes and error bars indicate mean ± SEM. Asterisks indicate statistically significant values, determined using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.\
Figure 6---source data 1.Included is a data file containing a structure for the approach selectivity data in annulusspikes.](elife-51144-fig6){#fig6}

Distinct contributions of the On and Off visual pathways to approach motion selectivity {#s2-5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We presented the approaching and receding annuli while recording the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs to parasol ganglion cells (see Materials and methods). Excitatory and inhibitory currents were measured by holding a cell's membrane voltage at the reversal potentials for inhibitory (E~Cl~, --70 mV) and excitatory synaptic currents (E~cation~, 0 mV), respectively. The pattern of excitatory synaptic inputs mirrored the observed spiking pattern---excitatory currents were largest for approaching annuli matching the cell's preferred contrast polarity---positive contrasts in On cells and negative contrasts in Off cells (compare [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). For example, 100% preferred-contrast approaching annuli evoked excitatory inputs that were much larger than receding annuli in both On (approaching, 40.4 ± 9.3 pC; receding, 0.7 ± 5.5 pC; n = 16 cells; p=4.4 × 10^--4^) and Off parasol cells (approaching, 97.5 ± 17.2 pC; receding, 29.0 ± 10.5 pC; n = 19 cells; p=1.3 × 10^--4^). In addition, receding annuli that were of a non-preferred contrast evoked larger responses than approaching annuli of the same contrast. These data indicated that the sensitivity to approaching motion observed in the parasol cell spike outputs was present in the excitatory synaptic inputs from diffuse bipolar cells to parasol ganglion cells ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Asymmetrical synaptic input patterns underlie approach motion selectivity.\
(**A**) Excitatory synaptic currents measured in an On parasol ganglion cell to receding (*left*) and approaching (*middle*) annuli presented at a series of contrasts. *Right*, Excitatory charge during movement of receding (*red*) and approaching (*black*) spots as a function of stimulus contrast. (**B**) Same as (**A**) for an Off parasol cell. (**C**) Approach selectivity index for excitatory synaptic currents for On (*green*) and Off parasol cells (*blue*). Individual cells are shaded; solid circles indicate mean ± SEM. (**D**) Inhibitory synaptic currents measured in an On parasol ganglion cell to receding (*left*) and approaching (*middle*) annuli presented at a series of contrasts. *Right*, Inhibitory charge as a function of contrast in the On cell. (**E**) Same as (**D**) for the Off parasol cell. (**F**) Approach selectivity index for inhibitory synaptic currents for On (*green*) and Off parasol cells (*blue*). Individual cells are shaded; solid circles indicate mean ± SEM. Statistical significance is indicated with an asterisk and was determined using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.\
Figure 7---source data 1.Included is a data file containing a structure for the approach selectivity data in currents.](elife-51144-fig7){#fig7}

Inhibitory synaptic input to parasol cells showed the opposite pattern to that of excitation. Preferred-contrast receding annuli produced larger inhibitory currents than approaching annuli of the same contrast polarity (On: approaching, 89.4 ± 26.9 pC; receding, 127.4 ± 28.6 pC; n = 13 cells; p=0.15; Off: approaching, 64.1 ± 27.7 pC; receding, 114.4 ± 29.3 pC; n = 13 cells; p=1.7 × 10^--2^). This finding indicated that the increased selectivity to approaching motion was mediated by a combination of increased synaptic excitation and reduced synaptic inhibition relative to receding motion; this pattern of synaptic input amplified the differences in parasol cell responses to approaching and receding motion.

Our synaptic current recordings revealed an apparent contribution of inhibitory synaptic input to approach selectivity. Inhibitory input to parasol cells arises primarily from crossover inhibition ([@bib10]; [@bib11]). This type of inhibition emerges from amacrine cells with opposing contrast polarity---Off-type amacrine cells inhibit On parasol cells and On-type amacrine cells inhibit Off parasol cells. In addition to directly inhibiting ganglion cells, circuits for crossover inhibition can modulate glutamate release from retinal bipolar cells by directly inhibiting their synaptic terminals, and this can produce pronounced effects on ganglion cell firing ([@bib11]; [@bib46]). Thus, crossover inhibition can manifest in both the direct inhibition onto the ganglion cell and in the excitatory input from bipolar cells.

To measure the presynaptic and postsynaptic contributions of crossover inhibition to approach motion selectivity, we recorded synaptic currents in Off parasol cells while blocking crossover inhibition with agents that selectively disrupt signaling between photoreceptors and On-type bipolar cells ([@bib69]). We used an mGluR6 agonist/antagonist combination (L-APB, 5 µM; LY341495, 7.5 µM), which has been shown to silence crossover inhibition while minimizing off-target effects in primate retina ([@bib1]). A comparable pharmacological manipulation was not available for isolating crossover inhibition on On-type ganglion cells ([@bib49]), so we focused on Off parasol cells for these experiments.

Crossover inhibition can act both presynaptically, by modulating bipolar cell glutamate release, and postsynaptically, by directly inhibiting ganglion cell dendrites ([@bib53]; [@bib58]; [@bib78]; [@bib11]; [@bib46]; [@bib51]). We measured these effects by recording excitatory and inhibitory synaptic input before and after blocking crossover inhibition ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}). The effect of blocking crossover inhibition on excitatory synaptic inputs differed for approaching and receding motion. Blocking crossover inhibition did not significantly affect the magnitude of evoked excitatory synaptic currents to approaching motion, but to receding motion, excitatory currents increased following crossover blockade relative to the control condition ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1A, B](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}). This subsequently reduced approach selectivity relative to the control condition ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1C](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}; n = 6 cells; p=1.6 × 10^--2^; Wilcoxon signed rank test). These data indicated that during receding motion, the amacrine cell responsible for crossover inhibition provided inhibition at presynaptic bipolar terminals, but this presynaptic inhibition was not present during approaching motion.

These excitatory and inhibitory synaptic recordings indicated that crossover inhibition was more strongly recruited by receding motion than approaching motion. Thus, crossover inhibition enhanced approach motion selectivity by suppressing excitatory synaptic release and directly inhibiting ganglion cell dendrites during receding motion. Despite the apparent contribution of crossover inhibition to approach motion selectivity, excitatory synaptic input was larger for approaching motion than receding motion with crossover inhibition blocked. This indicated that the observed bias for approaching motion was present in both the bipolar cell and amacrine cell circuitries and was amplified by interactions between these circuit elements.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

We compared the responses of several primate ganglion cell types to approaching and receding motion. We found that parasol and smooth monostratified ganglion cells consistently showed larger responses to approaching textures and annuli relative to receding stimuli of the same type ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We further demonstrated that the asymmetrical response patterns of these cells to approaching and receding motion arises from the concerted activity of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs to these ganglion cells ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}). Further, approach selectivity was weak or absent from several On-Off type cells indicating that it was not a general property of primate ganglion cells. Below, we note some functional implications of these results.

Contributions of circuit nonlinearities to visual coding {#s3-1}
--------------------------------------------------------

Canonical receptive-field models have been used to describe the visual properties of many ganglion cell types including parasol cells ([@bib27]; [@bib13]) and smooth monostratified cells ([@bib17]; [@bib59]). These models can accurately predict neural responses to a small subset of potential visual inputs such as briefly presented stimuli ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}) or spatiotemporally uncorrelated noise ([@bib13]), but they perform poorly at predicting responses to stimuli containing spatiotemporal correlations ([@bib49]; [@bib43]), including naturalistic stimuli ([@bib34]; [@bib77]; [@bib76]). These failures occur because retinal circuits contain many nonlinearities that are not considered in classical receptive field models. Indeed, the traditional linear-nonlinear spatiotemporal model failed to accurately predict the strong asymmetries observed to approaching and receding motion ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

In vertebrates, the principal retinal nonlinearities arise at the level of bipolar cell glutamate release ([@bib21]; [@bib20]). Additional nonlinearities are produced by electrical coupling between bipolar cells ([@bib43]; [@bib49]; [@bib72]; [@bib35]) and by inhibitory amacrine cells ([@bib41]; [@bib23]; [@bib19]; [@bib6]). Further, a recent study revealed strong nonlinearities in the interactions between different dendritic branches of smooth monostratified ganglion cells, providing an additional level of nonlinear interactions after the bipolar cell nonlinearities ([@bib61]). Besides frustrating attempts by researchers to produce accurate computational models of retinal processing, these nonlinearities form the basis for extracting (or rejecting) specific features from visual inputs. For example, amacrine cell input allows the ∼15 bipolar cell types to differentially affect the ∼30--40 ganglion cell pathways ([@bib4]; [@bib5]; [@bib50]; [@bib81]). Further, these interactions contribute to spatial selectivity ([@bib33]; [@bib55]; [@bib16]; [@bib71]; [@bib30]) and short-term plasticity ([@bib54]; [@bib39]; [@bib40]; [@bib3]; [@bib38]).

The prominent type of inhibitory input at play in approach motion selectivity, crossover inhibition, arises via interactions between the On and Off visual pathways. The circuit motif for crossover inhibition has been conserved across several vertebrate species including fish ([@bib63]), salamanders ([@bib58]), guinea pigs ([@bib46]; [@bib47]), rodents ([@bib52]; [@bib78]), rabbits ([@bib51]), and primates ([@bib10]; [@bib11]), and it contributes to a variety of visual functions (reviewed in [@bib83]). Here, we demonstrate that crossover inhibition amplifies the asymmetrical responses of primate ganglion cells to approaching and receding motion by providing inhibition both at the level of the diffuse bipolar cell terminals and at the level of the ganglion cell dendrites ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib52]).

In addition, our findings highlight the utility of electrical synapses in neural computation. Electrical coupling between neighboring bipolar cells enhances responses to visual inputs containing spatiotemporal correlations and endows certain ganglion cells with generalized motion selectivity ([@bib43]; [@bib49]) and enhanced direction selectivity in others ([@bib35]). Our results here suggest that the effects of electrical synaptic transmission varies with the type of motion---potentiation occurs during approaching motion and was absent during receding motion ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, Appendix 1). Perhaps, the prevalence of these synapses in the retina was partly an adaptation, early in vertebrate evolution, for processing the spatiotemporal correlations that are so common in visual environments ([@bib79]; [@bib28]), including those generated during an animal's own motion through the environment ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib15]; [@bib67]; [@bib22]).

Relationship to previous findings {#s3-2}
---------------------------------

In rodent retina, approach selectivity is found only in a single ganglion cell class---the Off Alpha ganglion cell and is absent from several other types ([@bib52]). We found approach selectivity to be more ubiquitous in the primate retina, manifesting in parasol, smooth monostratified, and broad thorny ganglion cells to varying degrees ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This variation may reflect the distinct ethological demands on these species. For example, the need to quickly detect approaching dark objects, such as overhead predators would be necessary for survival in prey species like mice ([@bib85]). Thus, expression of approach selectivity in an Off-type ganglion cell would allow these vital computations to occur early in the visual pathway. Likewise, the arboreal habitats of early primates increased the need to quickly and accurately perform visually guided movements with the arms and hands and led to the expansion of areas in the parietal cortex responsible for these tasks ([@bib32]). These habitats may have also produced a need for light/dark symmetry in detecting approaching motion as well as self-motion through the environment ([@bib15]; [@bib67]).

Contributions to visual processing in primates {#s3-3}
----------------------------------------------

The selectivity of these macaque ganglion cell types to approaching motion should be distinguished from the looming-sensitive neurons found in retinorecepient brain regions. For example, looming-sensitive neurons in the optic tectum of pigeons respond when an object moves toward the animal, but do not respond when the animal moves toward the object ([@bib70]). The ganglion cells that we tested would not be able to distinguish self-motion and object motion in this way. Instead, the approach motion selectivity that we observed would be an initial step in a series of computations culminating in the detection of approaching objects.

Indeed, the same circuit nonlinearities that enhanced selectivity to approaching motion also produced ambiguities between the direction (approaching/receding) and contrast (light/dark) of moving objects. This result indicates that downstream visual circuits receiving input from parasol and smooth monostratified ganglion cells would also require input from other retinal pathways to resolve these ambiguities. For example, downstream circuits might obtain a more faithful readout of the reflectance of a moving object from the concerted activity of midget ganglion cells and then, with the aid of this information, determine whether the object were approaching or receding. However, future studies will be needed to determine how and where in the visual stream such ambiguities are resolved.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Experiments were performed in an in vitro, pigment-epithelium attached preparation of the macaque monkey retina ([@bib48]). Eyes were dissected from terminally anesthetized macaque monkeys of either sex (Macaca *fascicularis*, *mulatta*, and *nemestrina*) obtained through the Tissue Distribution Program of the National Primate Research Center at the University of Washington. All procedures were approved by the University of Washington Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Tissue preparation and electrophysiology {#s4-1}
----------------------------------------

The retina was continuously superfused with warmed (32--35°C) Ames' medium (Sigma) at ∼6--8 mL min^--1^. Recordings were performed from macular, mid-peripheral, or peripheral retina (2--8 mm, 10--30° foveal eccentricity). Physiological data were acquired at 10 kHz using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices), Bessel filtered at 3 kHz (8-pole \[900 CT, Frequency Devices\] in series with 4-pole in Multiclamp), digitized using an ITC-18 analog-digital board (HEKA Instruments), and acquired using the Symphony acquisition software package developed in Fred Rieke's laboratory (<http://symphony-das.github.io>).

Recordings were performed using borosilicate glass pipettes containing Ames medium for extracellular spike recording or, for whole-cell recording, a cesium-based internal solution containing (in mM): 105 CsCH~3~SO~3~, 10 TEA-Cl, 20 HEPES, 10 EGTA, 2 QX-314, 5 Mg-ATP, and 0.5 Tris-GTP, pH ∼7.3 with CsOH, ∼280 mOsm. Series resistance (∼3--9 MΩ) was compensated online by 50%. The membrane potential was corrected offline for the approximately --10 mV liquid junction potential between the intracellular solution and the extracellular medium. Excitatory and inhibitory synaptic currents were isolated by holding cells at the reversal potentials for inhibitory currents (E~chloride~, ∼--70 mV) and excitatory currents (E~cation~, 0 mV), respectively.

Visual stimuli {#s4-2}
--------------

Visual stimuli were generated using the Stage software package developed in the Rieke lab (<http://stage-vss.github.io>) and displayed on a digital light projector (Lightcrafter 4500; Texas Instruments) modified with custom LEDs with peak wavelengths of 405, 505, and 640 nm. Stimuli were focused on the photoreceptor outer segments through a 10X microscope objective. Mean light levels were in the medium photopic regime, (in photoisomerizations \[R\*\] cone^--1^ s^--1^) L-cone: 1.5 × 10^4^--1.5 × 10^5^, M-cone: 1.2 × 10^4^--1.3 × 10^5^, S-cone: 3.9 × 10^3^--5.5 × 10^4^, rod: 3.6 × 10^4^--4.0 × 10^5^. The ratios of L-cone:M-cone:S-cone activations approximate the equal-energy white point after removing the lens (J. Kuchenbecker and M. Manookin, *in preparation*). Contrast values for annuli are given in Weber contrast and for texture stimuli in root-mean-squared (RMS) contrast.

Spike rate values in the text are given relative to the maintained spike rate prior to presenting the stimulus. For several of the stimulus conditions (e.g. receding motion of a preferred contrast), these spike rates fell below zero and, as a result, the values were set to zero when calculating the approach selectivity index.

For extracellular recordings, currents were wavelet filtered to remove slow drift and amplify spikes relative to the noise ([@bib84]) and spikes were detected using either a custom k-means clustering algorithm or by choosing a manual threshold. Spike rate (in spikes s^--1^) was calculated using a Gaussian temporal envelope (SD, 0.67 ms). Prior to analysis, data were downsampled to 1 kHz using a Chebushev filter (type I IIR; filter order, 8). Whole-cell recordings were leak subtracted and responses were measured relative to the median membrane currents immediately preceding stimulus onset (0.25--0.5 s window).

Stochastic textures {#s4-3}
-------------------

The stochastic texture stimuli used in the model were generated by bandpass filtering a matrix of random noise ([@bib67]). To simulate approaching or receding motion, the center frequency of the filter changed on each frame such that each frame was a rescaled version of the original texture (geometric mean spatial frequency, 1.6 cycles degree^--1^). This bandpass filter was a cosine function in the spatial frequency domain:$${{\hat{F}{(\omega)}} = {0.5 + {0.5{\cos{(W)}}}}},{{- \pi} \leq W \leq \pi}$$where$$W = {\log_{2}\left( \frac{\omega}{2f{(t)}} \right)}$$where $\omega$ are the spatial frequencies in the image with the F~0~ component shifted to the center of the spectrum (using the *fftshift* function in MATLAB). Values of $W$ (in radians) were constrained to fall between ±π. Texture spatial frequency ($f$) changed exponentially as a function of time:$${f{(t)}} = {exp\left( {{\log_{e}\left\lbrack f_{0} \right\rbrack} - {rt}} \right)}$$where $f_{0}$ is the peak frequency of the filter at time zero and $r$ is the rate of texture expansion in Hz. Spatial frequency proceeded from the highest to the lowest values for approaching textures and from the lowest to the highest values for receding textures as in [Equation 4](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Difference-of-Gaussians receptive-field model {#s4-4}
---------------------------------------------

For each of the computational circuit models, the parasol cell receptive field was modeled as a difference-of-Gaussians. Receptive-field parameters were measured using sinusoidally modulated spots that varied in size. Spike responses were fit with [Equation 5](#equ5){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@bib26]; [@bib73]):$$R = w_{center}\left( {1 - exp\left( {- \frac{r^{2}}{2\sigma_{center}^{2}}} \right)} \right) - w_{surround}\left( {1 - exp\left( {- \frac{r^{2}}{2\sigma_{surround}^{2}}} \right)} \right)$$where *w~x~* is the weighting of the center or surround and *~x~* is the standard deviation of the center or surround. The sizes and weightings of center and surround regions were then used in the pooling stage of our computational models.

Determining the difference in kinetics between center and surround {#s4-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The kinetics of center and surround regions of the receptive field were measured using a Gaussian temporal flicker stimulus. On each stimulus frame, center or surround regions were uniformly presented with a single contrast which was drawn pseudo-randomly from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 0.1. Temporal filters were then determined by cross-correlating the presented contrast trajectory ($S$) with the cell's spike output ($R$; [Equation 6](#equ6){ref-type="disp-formula"}; [@bib7]).$${F{(t)}} = {\int{R{(\tau)}S{({t + \tau})}{d\tau}}}$$

These filters were then modeled as a damped oscillator with an S-shaped onset ([@bib66]; [@bib2]) as described by [Equation 7](#equ7){ref-type="disp-formula"},$${F{(t)}} = {A\frac{{({t/\tau_{rise}})}^{n}}{1 + {({t/\tau_{rise}})}^{n}}exp\left( {- {t/\tau_{decay}}} \right)cos\left( {\frac{2\pi t}{\tau_{period}} + \varphi} \right)}$$where $A$ is a scaling factor, $\tau_{rise}$ is the rising-phase time constant, $\tau_{decay}$ is the damping time constant, $\tau_{period}$ is the oscillator period, and $\varphi$ is the phase (in degrees). For surround subunits, a temporal lag of 15 ms was included in the temporal component of the receptive field to account for the delay relative to the center (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

The relationship between input and output (i.e. the nonlinearity) was calculated by convolving the temporal filter and stimulus to generate the linear prediction ($P$).$${P{(t)}} = {\int{F{(\tau)}S{({t - \tau})}{d\tau}}}$$

The prediction (*x*-axis) and response (*y*-axis) were modeled as a cumulative Gaussian distribution ([@bib12]).$${N{(x)}} = {\varepsilon + {\frac{\alpha}{\sqrt{2\pi}}{\int_{- \infty}^{x}{e^{\frac{- {({{\beta t} + \gamma})}^{2}}{2}}{dt}}}}}$$where $\alpha$ indicates the maximal output value, $\epsilon$ is the vertical offset, $\beta$ is the sensitivity of the output to the generator signal (input), and $\gamma$ is the maintained input to the cell. In practice, [Equation 9](#equ9){ref-type="disp-formula"} was invoked using MATLAB's cumulative distribution function (*normcdf*).

Neural circuit models {#s4-6}
---------------------

We created models of the retinal circuitry to gain a deeper understanding of how synaptic nonlinearities and circuit motifs could shape neural response properties. The model was implemented in the following stages:

1.  Space-time filtering stage

    -   Generate the subunit spatiotemporal receptive fields (*F*).

    -   Generate a stimulus (*S*) with the same dimensionality as the receptive field. Stimulus values are given in contrast.

    -   Generate the subunits linear response (*R*) by convolving the stimulus and receptive field; add Poisson noise.

2.  Coupling stage (coupling model only)

    -   Calculate the Euclidean distance between each pair of subunits (*d*).

    -   Calculate the change in current in each subunit due to simulated electrical coupling.

3.  Subunit input-output stage

    -   Pass the result (*R*) through the appropriate input-output function.

4.  Pooling stage

    -   Apply temporal delay to subunits forming the ganglion cell's receptive-field surround.

    -   Weight each subunit according to its distance from the model ganglion cell's receptive field center.

    -   Sum subunit inputs to the model ganglion cell.

### Stage 1: Subunit space-time filtering {#s4-6-1}

We first generated a hexagonal grid of model subunits with an average spacing of 32 μm between neighboring units. The location of each subunit was randomly shifted in the *x* and *y* dimensions to simulate randomness in the bipolar cell mosaic (s. d. ±2 μm). Subunit spatial filtering was modeled with a difference-of-Gaussians receptive-field model ([Equation 5](#equ5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) using parameters based on previous measurements from diffuse bipolar cells in macaque retina ([@bib18]; [@bib9]; [@bib74]; [@bib75]). Temporal filtering was performed using parameters from [Equation 7](#equ7){ref-type="disp-formula"} obtained by direct measurement of excitatory synaptic outputs of diffuse bipolar cells onto parasol cell dendrites ([@bib49]). Thus, the subunit's spatiotemporal receptive field (*F*) was the product of a two-dimensional difference-of-Gaussians (spatial domain, *x*) and a temporal filter (time domain, *t*). The output of each subunit (*R*) was determined by convolving the stimulus (*S*) with the subunit's spatiotemporal receptive field (*F*) as described in [Equation 10](#equ10){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$${R{(t)}} = {\int\limits_{0}^{t}{{d\tau}{\int{d^{2}xF{(\overset{\rightarrow}{x},\tau)}S{(\overset{\rightarrow}{x},{t - \tau})}}}}}$$

Random fluctuations in membrane potential were simulated by adding Poisson noise to subunit responses; noise values were based on our previous direct measurements of diffuse bipolar cell synaptic outputs ([@bib49]).

### Stage 2: Apply coupling between subunits {#s4-6-2}

For the coupling model, we first calculated the Euclidean distance between model subunits from their *x*- and *y*-locations.$$d_{ij} = \sqrt{{({x_{i} - x_{j}})}^{2} + {({y_{i} - y_{j}})}^{2}}$$where $d_{ij}$ is the distance between the *i*th and *j*th subunits.

Subunits in the coupling model shared a portion of their output based on differences in driving force and distance between subunits ([Equation 12](#equ12){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The response of each subunit following coupling was determined by adding the change due to coupling to the response prior to coupling ($R_{0}$).$$R_{i}(t) = R_{0i}(t) + \left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}g\,(R_{0i}(t) - R_{0j}(t))\ exp( - \! d_{i,j}/\lambda)} \right\rbrack$$where *g* is the coupling gain or portion of the response shared between subunits, $\lambda$ is the coupling length constant, $d_{i,j}$ is the pairwise Euclidean distance between the *i*th and *j*th subunits, and *n* is the total number of subunits in the model.

### Stage 3: Subunit input-output functions {#s4-6-3}

The response of each subunit was then passed through the appropriate input-output function---responses in the linear subunit model were passed through a linear function (i.e., $y = x$) and the nonlinear and coupled subunit models were passed through the nonlinear function that we directly measured from excitatory synaptic inputs to parasol ganglion cells (see [Equation 9](#equ9){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

### Stage 4: Pooling {#s4-6-4}

The final stage of the model, the pooling stage, was then performed for each of the three subunit models. Model ganglion cell responses were the weighted ($w_{x}$) sum of inputs from center and surround subunits ($z_{x}$).$${z_{RGC}{(t)}} = {{w_{center}z_{center}{(t)}} - {w_{surround}z_{surround}{(t)}}}$$where the weightings of the center and surround regions of the ganglion cell receptive field ($w_{x}$) were determined via direct measurements from parasol cells (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Equation 5](#equ5){ref-type="disp-formula"}). To determine the pooled inputs from center and surround subunits ($z_{x}$), subunit responses (*N*) following spatiotemporal filtering (linear subunit model) or the output nonlinearity (nonlinear and coupled subunit models) were pooled according to [Equation 14](#equ14){ref-type="disp-formula"},$${z_{x}{(t)}} = {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{N_{i}{(t)}exp\left( {- {{d_{i}^{2}/2}\sigma_{x}^{2}}} \right)}}$$where $d_{i}$ is the Euclidean distance from the *i*th subunit's receptive field center to the center of the ganglion cell's receptive field and $\sigma_{x}$ is the standard deviation of the center or surround regions of the ganglion cell's receptive field (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Equation 5](#equ5){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

Decoding models {#s4-7}
---------------

We employed two decoding models to better understand how accurately downstream visual circuits could determine the direction of texture motion from the outputs of model On and Off parasol cells. The linear model summed the scaled outputs of the model On and Off cells as described in [Equation 15](#equ15){ref-type="disp-formula"},$$f_{\text{linear}} = {{a_{\text{on}}r_{\text{on}}} + {a_{\text{off}}r_{\text{off}}}}$$where *a~ON~* and *a~OFF~* are scaling constants. The quadratic model was similar in structure except that the response from each pathway was squared prior to summation ([Equation 16](#equ16){ref-type="disp-formula"}),$$f_{\text{quadratic}} = {{a_{\text{on1}}r_{\text{on1}}} + {a_{\text{on2}}r_{\text{on2}}^{2}} + {a_{\text{off1}}r_{\text{off1}}} + {a_{\text{off2}}r_{\text{off2}}^{2}}}$$

We evaluated the ability of the decoding models to distinguish between approaching and receding textures using the Jensen-Shannon distance. Model output was discretized by rounding to the nearest integer value. The Jensen-Shannon distance (i.e. the square-root of the Jensen-Shannon divergence) was calculated from the Kullback-Leibler divergence (*D~KL~*) between the probability distributions for the model outputs to each approaching (*P*) and receding (*Q*) texture sequence.$$JS_{dist}(P,Q) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2}\left\lbrack {D_{KL}(P|\frac{P + Q}{2}) + D_{KL}(Q|\frac{P + Q}{2})} \right\rbrack}$$

The Kullback-Leibler divergence between the model output distributions was calculated according to [Equation 18](#equ18){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$D_{KL}{(P{\parallel Q)} = \sum\limits_{n}p_{n}\log_{2}\left( \frac{p_{n}}{q_{n}} \right)}$$where *p~n~* is the probability of observing an output of magnitude *n* in the sample window during approaching motion and *q~n~* is the probability of observing an output of *n* in the sample window during receding motion.

Quantification and statistical analysis {#s4-8}
---------------------------------------

All statistical analyses were performed in MATLAB (R2018b, Mathworks). Reported p values in this study were paired and were calculated using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Final figures were created in MATLAB (version R2018b), Igor Pro (version 8), and Adobe Illustrator.
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Organization of the subunit network and shape of the input-output curve confers activation bias {#s8}
===============================================================================================

We sought insight into the mechanisms that biased electrically coupled networks to approaching motion. To do this, we created a simplified model of subunit interactions. During approaching motion, activation through electrical coupling spreads from a few subunits at the very center of the ganglion cell receptive field to a greater number of subunits located in more distal regions of the receptive-field center. Likewise, our model contained two types of subunits: proximal subunits that were analogous to the more centrally located bipolar cells and distal subunits that were analogous to the bipolar cells located farther out in the receptive-field center.

![Current redistribution and nonlinearity shape determine network bias.\
(**A**) Activation pattern for converging subunit network. Distal subunits (*orange*) imparted a portion of their input to proximal subunits (*blue*). Subunit inputs then pass through input-output functions prior to being summed as the converging response ($R_{converging}$). (**B**) Activation pattern for diverging subunit network in which proximal subunits impart a portion of their current to distal subunits. (**C**) Shapes of different input-output functions evaluated with the network model. (**D**) Ratio of outputs from diverging ($R_{diverging}$) and converging ($R_{converging}$) activations (*y*-axis) as a function of the percentage of proximal subunits in the network (*x*-axis). The nonlinearity measured directly from excitatory synaptic inputs to parasol cells produced a large bias for diverging network activation when distal subunits outnumbered proximal subunits by $\geq$ 3:1. (**E--F**) Contributions of nonlinearity shape to output bias of subunit networks. (**E**) During convergent activation, the numerical mismatch between proximal and distal subunits and the shape of the input-output nonlinearity drives the small number of proximal subunits to saturating regions of the output curve, whereas the large number of distal subunits decrease their outputs. This results in a relatively small network output ($R_{converging}$). (**F**) During divergent activation, a small number of distal subunits are suppressed while a large number of distal subunits are potentiated, causing the network output to increase ($R_{diverging}$).](elife-51144-app1-fig1){#app1fig1}

We simulated the subunit activation patterns encountered during approaching and receding annuli with diverging and converging network activations, respectively. Diverging network activation occurred when proximal subunits imparted current to the distal subunits, and converging activation occurred when the distal subunits imparted current to proximal subunits. In all cases, the total amount of input current in the network was conserved (*x*-axis). Following subunit activation, the input of each subunit was passed through an input-output function. Four different input-output functions were tested---a function in which the mapping between input and output was linear (i.e., $y = x$) and three nonlinear functions with differing shapes to their input-output relationships.

To determine whether the overall output of the network differs with network configuration, we varied the ratio of proximal and distal subunits and we computed the ratio of network output for diverging activation ($R_{diverging})$ and converging activation ($R_{converging}$). For the linear and rectified linear unit (ReLU) input-output functions, the ratio of diverging and converging network activations was equivalent for all conditions tested, and the Softplus nonlinearity also lacked a bias for diverging subunit activation (Selectivity to approaching motion in retinal inputs to the dorsal visual pathway [Appendix 1---figure 1D](#app1fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, the input-output function that we directly measured in parasol ganglion cells produced a very different result. Under conditions in which the relative number of proximal subunits was low, the network output was much (\>100%) larger for diverging network activation than for converging activation, reminiscent of the approach motion bias observed in our subunit models ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Why does the shape of the input-output function produce such different network behaviors? The key to answering this question is in understanding the way in which the input currents are redistributed during network activation. When subunits impart a portion of their current, this current is divided equally among the recipient subunits. Thus, the current from a large number of subunits would produce a large positive movement along the input (*x*) axis if it were divided among a relatively small number of recipient subunits, and the subunits imparting the current would then show smaller negative movements along the input axis. Under conditions in which the movements occur along linear regions of the input-output function, the loss of current by imparting subunits and the gain in current by recipient subunits would cancel. However, if this gain in current occurred in a region in which the function saturates, as is the case for the function we directly measured in parasol cells, further increases along the input axis would produce negligible changes along the output axis; however, loss of current by imparting subunits would still produce a decrease along the output axis, resulting in a relatively small network output (Selectivity to approaching motion in retinal inputs to the dorsal visual pathway [Appendix 1---figure 1E](#app1fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, this is precisely the case in our network model when distal subunits greatly outnumber proximal subunits---converging network activation increases the inputs of a relatively small number of proximal subunits and decreases inputs of a large number of distal subunits. Proximal subunits are then pushed to regions of the curve that produce saturation in the output. The output of distal subunits, however, decreases and this, coupled with the saturation of proximal subunits, produces a relatively small output from the network.

Diverging subunit activation produces a very different pattern. A relatively small number of proximal subunits impart a portion of their current to distal subunits. As a result, the proximal subunits decrease their outputs, while the distal subunits increase their outputs. Because the imparted current of a few proximal subunits is spread out over many more distal subunits, these distal subunits are unlikely to end up in a saturating region of the curve. Together, these factors result in a relatively large network output (Selectivity to approaching motion in retinal inputs to the dorsal visual pathway [Appendix 1---figure 1F](#app1fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

These simplified network simulations highlight two principles that are key to understanding how bias for approaching motion can arise from networks of electrically coupled subunits. First, the sequence in which the subunits are activated is critical---activation of a few subunits that then spreads to a larger number of subunits, as is the case during approaching motion, potentially produces the largest network outputs (Selectivity to approaching motion in retinal inputs to the dorsal visual pathway [Appendix 1---figure 1D](#app1fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Second, the shape of the input-output function is essential to the observed effects. Linear (linear; ReLU) or accelerating (e.g., Softplus) functions did not strongly affect network output. The nonlinearity we directly measured with our synaptic input recordings was sigmoidal, causing saturation at large positive values along the input axis. This saturation favors conditions in which activation is distributed over a larger number of subunits rather than strongly activating a few subunits. Thus, prudent selection of the shape of an input-output nonlinearity can be as important to neural circuit function as the placement of that nonlinearity within the circuit.
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In the interests of transparency, eLife publishes the most substantive revision requests and the accompanying author responses.

**Acceptance summary:**

This paper points to an intriguing aspect of visual processing in the macaque retina: Many retinal ganglion cells have an intrinsic bias for approaching objects over receding objects. Even more intriguing is the fact that the current standard model of retinal processing largely predicts the effects correctly.

**Decision letter after peer review:**

Thank you for submitting your article \"Motion produces ambiguities in the retinal code for contrast\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, including Markus Meister as the Reviewing Editor and Reviewer \#1, and the evaluation has been overseen by Joshua Gold as the Senior Editor.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

This is an interesting report on visual processing in the macaque retina. It includes electrical recordings from 5 types of retinal ganglion cell under a broad range of visual stimuli. This is supported by computational modeling to evaluate the potential circuit mechanisms underlying the responses. The focus is on stimuli that include some form of motion. Although these ganglion cells are not generally discussed as representing image motion, they produce some seemingly paradoxical responses. In particular, several of the types have a strong bias in favor of approaching motion over receding motion. These are intriguing observations and suggest that certain visual features useful to higher visual processing are already precomputed in the retina. However, several major concerns were raised that would need to be addressed in a revised submission.

Essential revisions:

1\) Many of your results, in particular those from experiments using flashing/expanding/contracting spots and annuli (Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4), were thought to be fully expected from current understanding of retinal processing. Both expanding bright spots and contracting dark spots lead to an overall increase in luminance over the receptive field. Conversely both expanding dark spots and contracting bright spots lead to an overall decrease in luminance. Obviously, one expects that the ON parasols respond preferentially to brightening over dimming. The responses to annuli (Figure 4) can be understood as well: each annulus has an advancing On edge and an advancing Off edge. But the outer edge is much longer, and therefore crosses more receptive field subunits per unit time than the inner edge. This simple observation accounts -- at least qualitatively -- for all the reported asymmetries in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. Thus, the paper should be revised to clarify what, exactly, is expected from previous findings and what is novel.

2\) The texture results were thought to be more interesting, but even in that case it seems possible that standard models can explain the effects: At a small scale, the black and white texture elements within a receptive field subunit cancel. As the elements grow, they fill entire subunits, and those subunits that are excited pass that on to the ganglion cell via the rectifying synapse. This scheme could produce your results, but responses generated by expanding/contracting stimuli will also depend on the spatial frequency tuning of the neuron, that is the center-surround interactions in the receptive field. At a scale where the texture elements invade the surround of the subunits one can imagine the bias reversing towards contraction. Do you have data/analyses to illuminate the range of conditions that produce a bias towards expansion or contraction?

3\) The standard model of retinal processing that you use to test these null hypotheses was considered inadequate, both in terms of its design and its description. Some details are present in Figure 2C but it probably merits a full figure. Two models in particular should be considered: (A) An RGC with a linear receptive field with an excitatory center and an antagonistic surround, each with a biphasic time course that roughly matches the cells studied. (B) A model with nonlinear subunits. In this model, the receptive field center is composed of subunits (bipolar cells) that perform linear integration over their spatio-temporal center-surround receptive field. The output of each subunit is rectified (synaptic transmission). Then the RGC pools over these subunits. The RGC may pool over an additional antagonistic surround (wide-field amacrine cells). Because temporal processing is essential for the phenomena discussed here, the time course of all these components should be reasonable compared to what is known. This picture of generic retinal processing emerged from the literature of the past 20 years or so, and has proven very successful in explaining many phenomena.

4\) There was also general agreement that the writing and focus could be improved substantially. The manuscript in its present form buries the interesting message under an excess of material (\~150 figure panels). In general, the novel results should be emphasized, particularly those using the texture stimuli. It would also be useful to frame those findings in the context of other, related results regarding human perception of expanding patterns (Schrater, 2001). That paper has been followed up with reports that similar selectivity for expanding textures exists among neurons in V1 and already in LGN (e.g. Wang and Yao, 2011 and doi: https://doi.org/10.1167/11.3.5). The current manuscript places the origins already in the retina, which if true would be novel and interesting.

5\) Reverse correlation to annuli: There was consensus that the analysis of Figure 6 did not add further insight. Also, reviewers questioned whether the assumptions underlying this application of reverse correlation were valid at all: Reverse correlation produces rational results if the system can be treated as a generalized linear model. That means the stimulus variable should be weighted linearly before some nonlinear transformation. So a stimulus of radius 100 should contribute twice as much as a stimulus of radius 50. We know that is not the case. Large enough annuli will enter the receptive field surround and get negative weights.

6\) Circuit interpretations:

Electrical coupling: the model of Figure 9 is speculative and should be omitted or given more detail. Is this simply a way to make larger subunits prior to rectification? Or something more subtle?

Inhibition: Include consideration of feedback and lateral inhibition in the circuit models. Both could play a major role in the effects, in addition to crossover inhibition. Pharmacology (e.g. GABAc block, glycine block) experiments could resolve these contributions.

7\) The discussion of \"ambiguity\" is confusing and should be omitted, starting with the title. The response of any single neuron, like an RGC, always leaves complete ambiguity about the stimulus that caused it. This is because the RGC only reports a single function of time (its firing rate) whereas the stimulus has an infinity of pixels that can vary in time. So one can construct infinitely many stimuli that will produce the identical response. Why should one choose among that huge iso-response set some arbitrary pair of stimuli, like approaching/receding annuli of opposite contrast, and then claim that the ambiguity is about contrast? A complete statement of what the neuron encodes is given by its response model, and as argued above one can understand the claimed \"ambiguities\" based on the standard response model in which On cells respond to local brightening and Off cells to local dimming.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were suggested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled \"Selectivity to approaching motion in retinal inputs to the dorsal visual pathway\" for further consideration by *eLife*. Your revised article has been evaluated by Joshua Gold as Senior Editor and a Reviewing Editor.

The manuscript has been improved but there are some remaining issues that need to be addressed before acceptance, as outlined below:

Essential revisions:

The range of texture stimuli: As discussed in the first review one might expected that when texture stimuli become too coarse (covering the RGC antagonistic surround), receding motion is preferred. The report states that stimuli begin at 0.8 cycles / degree, the approximate width of the ganglion cell dendritic tree. Are there results from lower spatial frequencies, where one might expect the bias to reverse? If not, please test this range in the model and mention in the Results section.

The coupled subunit model: More detail is needed here, for example the assumed gain and length constant of electrical coupling. How do these assumed parameters relate to known properties of electrical coupling? Is the computed approach bias robust over a range of parameters? Also, given that the electrical coupling occurs before the bipolar output nonlinearity (subsection "Approach motion selectivity present for moving annuli"), this is formally equivalent to assuming a larger receptive field for the bipolar cell. How certain are we about the size of these receptive fields, and how much were they enlarged by your assumed coupling? Clarify in the Materials and methods section and Results section.

The nonlinear center-surround subunit model: It still is not clear why this model fails to reproduce the approach bias for annuli (Figure 5C). For approaching motion, the center will be activated before the surround. In this case the inhibition from wide-field amacrine cells to bipolar cells will be delayed and not affect release. For receding motion, the surround will be activated prior to center stimulation, allowing inhibition to take hold and dampen glutamate release. As mentioned above, the model with electrical coupling is equivalent to one without coupling but with larger BC receptive fields. Why does that make such a difference (Figure 5D)? Additional interpretation of these results will help the reader understand them.

The Materials and methods section on receptive field models is hard to understand (tested by one of our PhD students who was given the assignment to replicate the models). For example, what is the subunit\'s spatio-temporal receptive field in Equation 10. It would be useful if you took the reader through each of the models from start (photons) to finish (spikes) with one continuous series of equations.
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Author response

> Summary:This is an interesting report on visual processing in the macaque retina. It includes electrical recordings from 5 types of retinal ganglion cell under a broad range of visual stimuli. This is supported by computational modeling to evaluate the potential circuit mechanisms underlying the responses. The focus is on stimuli that include some form of motion. Although these ganglion cells are not generally discussed as representing image motion, they produce some seemingly paradoxical responses. In particular, several of the types have a strong bias in favor of approaching motion over receding motion. These are intriguing observations and suggest that certain visual features useful to higher visual processing are already precomputed in the retina. However, several major concerns were raised that would need to be addressed in a revised submission.

We thank the reviewers for their careful reading of our manuscript and their helpful feedback. In accordance with the reviewers' input, we have performed additional experiments and have edited the text and figures to increase clarity and readability. We feel that this work has significantly improved the manuscript. Below, we address the points raised by the reviewers.

> Essential revisions:1) Many of your results, in particular those from experiments using flashing/expanding/contracting spots and annuli (Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4), were thought to be fully expected from current understanding of retinal processing. Both expanding bright spots and contracting dark spots lead to an overall increase in luminance over the receptive field. Conversely both expanding dark spots and contracting bright spots lead to an overall decrease in luminance. Obviously, one expects that the ON parasols respond preferentially to brightening over dimming. The responses to annuli (Figure 4) can be understood as well: each annulus has an advancing On edge and an advancing Off edge. But the outer edge is much longer, and therefore crosses more receptive field subunits per unit time than the inner edge. This simple observation accounts -- at least qualitatively -- for all the reported asymmetries in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. Thus, the paper should be revised to clarify what, exactly, is expected from previous findings and what is novel.

Thank you. We agree with the reviewers' that the moving spot results were expected. We made this same observations in the original text and used it as motivation for using the annulus stimulus paradigm. The stimulus was included originally to demonstrate the original point that certain combinations of spot contrast and approaching/receding motion could elicit the same response output in these cells. We have moved this figure to the figure supplements.

While we agree that the response patterns observed to the spot stimulus paradigm were expected, we disagree with the premise that the annulus responses were also expected. In the original study, we used direct recordings and two subunit models (see comment \#3 below) to illustrate that the annulus stimulus paradigm should not produce large differences in responses to approaching and receding motion (see Figure 2 and Figure 3 in the original work and Figure 5 of the current work). If the receptive-fields of the recorded ganglion cells were space-time invariant (as is popularly believed) approach selectivity would be absent for the moving annulus paradigm. Only when the receptive fields contain components that bias the cells' responses to motion, do we expect to see approach selectivity. To address the reviewers' concern, we have reorganized the figures and updated the text. We have expanded the modeling figures and now clarify the predictions of different circuit motifs to these types of motion (see current Figure 5).

> 2\) The texture results were thought to be more interesting, but even in that case it seems possible that standard models can explain the effects: At a small scale, the black and white texture elements within a receptive field subunit cancel. As the elements grow, they fill entire subunits, and those subunits that are excited pass that on to the ganglion cell via the rectifying synapse. This scheme could produce your results, but responses generated by expanding/contracting stimuli will also depend on the spatial frequency tuning of the neuron, that is the center-surround interactions in the receptive field. At a scale where the texture elements invade the surround of the subunits one can imagine the bias reversing towards contraction. Do you have data/analyses to illuminate the range of conditions that produce a bias towards expansion or contraction?

We thank the reviewers for bringing up this interesting hypothesis. Before explaining how we addressed this question, we want to clarify a potential misunderstanding about the stimulus used in the original manuscript submission. First, the spatial frequencies used in the present study were, by design, in the same range as those used by the original psychophysical study showing approach selectivity in human perception (Schrater et al., 2001). Second, for the original texture experiments the highest peak spatial frequencies used were on the same scale as the dendritic tree diameters of diffuse bipolar cells in the mid-peripheral retina (3.3 cycles/degree). Thus, for these original experiments, we did not expect to see a pronounced effect from the putative mechanism described in the reviewers' hypothesis. Nonetheless, we sought to directly address the posited idea with new experiments.

We performed additional recordings from parasol (n = 16) and smooth monostratified (n = 7) ganglion cells to a modified texture stimulus protocol. Each cell was presented with approaching and receding texture sequences as before, but the spatial frequency ranges of the textures were varied---four ranges were tested. The highest peak spatial frequencies (i.e., smallest texture scales) were between the approximate dendritic field diameters of diffuse bipolar cells and parasol ganglion cells in the mid-peripheral macaque retina (0.8-3.3 cycles/degree).

The reviewers' hypothesis predicts that decreasing the spatial frequency content of the texture sequences in this way should diminish or abolish approach selectivity in these cells. Our direct recordings, however, showed the opposite pattern. Varying the scale ranges of the texture sequences did not change the preference for approaching textures. Approach selectivity persisted in parasol and smooth monostratified cells across these stimulus conditions. In fact, approach selectivity increased with increasing texture scale (i.e. decreasing spatial frequency) in both parasol and smooth monostratified cells (Figure 1D). These results indicated that the mechanisms mediating approach selectivity in these cells operate across a wide range of spatial scales. Further, the results showed the opposite pattern than what would be predicted from the reviewers' proposed hypothesis.

> 3\) The standard model of retinal processing that you use to test these null hypotheses was considered inadequate, both in terms of its design and its description. Some details are present in Figure 2C but it probably merits a full figure. Two models in particular should be considered: (A) An RGC with a linear receptive field with an excitatory center and an antagonistic surround, each with a biphasic time course that roughly matches the cells studied. (B) A model with nonlinear subunits. In this model, the receptive field center is composed of subunits (bipolar cells) that perform linear integration over their spatio-temporal center-surround receptive field. The output of each subunit is rectified (synaptic transmission). Then the RGC pools over these subunits. The RGC may pool over an additional antagonistic surround (wide-field amacrine cells). Because temporal processing is essential for the phenomena discussed here, the time course of all these components should be reasonable compared to what is known. This picture of generic retinal processing emerged from the literature of the past 20 years or so, and has proven very successful in explaining many phenomena.

We are surprised by this criticism from the reviewers. Each of the inadequacies of our model cited by the reviewers in the above paragraph was fully addressed in the original manuscript. The following bullet points outline several figures and areas of the original text which explicitly described the subunit models in the original manuscript and addressed the reviewers' concerns stated in the above paragraph.

All of the models in the original manuscript were subunit models (Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 9). This was stated explicitly in the accompanying text, figure legends, and Material and methods section.

All of the models included lateral inhibition with a temporal delay from the receptive-field surround. This temporal delay was not only realistic, it was directly measured in the original experiments (Figure 3A, B).

The subunit filters and nonlinearities were also directly measured with synaptic current recordings (Results section; Materials and methods section).

The sizes and strengths of the receptive-field center and surround components were directly measured for both On and Off cells (Figure 2A, B).

Full descriptions of these subunit models were given in the Results section, the Materials and methods section, and in the relevant figure legends (Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 9).

The relevant figures also contained diagrams showing the subunits, their input-output nonlinearities, and their outputs being combined in the pooling and normalization stages of the models (Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 9).

Further, the second subsection of the original Results section began with the phrase, "Subunit models predict...", also indicating that the models discussed were subunit models.

In an attempt to increase the clarity of our modeling approaches, we have now dedicated more space in both the Results section and Materials and methods section to this aspect of our study. We have also expanded the modeling figure and have attempted to clarify the model structures using clearer diagrams and using longer and more careful descriptions in the Results section and Materials and methods section. We hope the reviewers will find this has improved the readability of the manuscript as well as diminished the chance of causing confusion to the reader.

> 4\) There was also general agreement that the writing and focus could be improved substantially. The manuscript in its present form buries the interesting message under an excess of material (\~150 figure panels). In general, the novel results should be emphasized, particularly those using the texture stimuli. It would also be useful to frame those findings in the context of other, related results regarding human perception of expanding patterns (Schrater, 2001). That paper has been followed up with reports that similar selectivity for expanding textures exists among neurons in V1 and already in LGN (e.g. Wang and Yang, 2011 and doi: https://doi.org/10.1167/11.3.5). The current manuscript places the origins already in the retina, which if true would be novel and interesting.

We have rewritten nearly all of manuscript to simplify and clarify our study. Further, we have moved three of the figures from the main text to the supplement.

> 5\) Reverse correlation to annuli: There was consensus that the analysis of Figure 6 did not add further insight. Also, reviewers questioned whether the assumptions underlying this application of reverse correlation were valid at all: Reverse correlation produces rational results if the system can be treated as a generalized linear model. That means the stimulus variable should be weighted linearly before some nonlinear transformation. So a stimulus of radius 100 should contribute twice as much as a stimulus of radius 50. We know that is not the case. Large enough annuli will enter the receptive field surround and get negative weights.

It is unfortunate that the reviewers did not feel that these experiments added to our study. These experiments were intended to measure the speed tuning properties of the observed approach motion selectivity and, simultaneously, provide another test of whether the cells exhibited approach selectivity. We feel that both of these goals were achieved.

While we respectfully disagree with the reviewers' assessment of these experiments, we have removed the accompanying text from the paper and have moved the figure to the supplementary material. Having stated this, there are several statements made concerning the stimulus paradigm and the accompanying analysis that were in error and we would like to address some of these issues briefly.

1\) The idea that a stimulus with a radius of 100 would contribute twice as much as that of a radius of 50 is not correct. The stimulus was an annulus, just as that used in the modeling (Figure 5) and direct recordings (Figure 6, Figure 7). The difference was that, instead of continuous motion to simulate approaching or receding objects, the noise annulus randomly increased or decreased in size on each frame presentation.

2\) Reverse correlation analysis. Several previous studies have employed similar noise paradigms to measure spatiotemporal tilt in visual neurons (e.g., (Conway and Livingstone, 2003; Pack et al., 2006; Priebe et al., 2006)). Unlike previous approaches however, our stimulus paradigm was specifically designed to measure bias for centripetal/centrifugal motion; and we felt that this was an appropriate use of the stimulus and analysis paradigm.

3\) Regarding the notion of "linear weighting" prior to the output nonlinearity. In theory the reviewers' statement is absolutely correct. In practice, however, nearly all studies using noise stimuli and reverse correlation analysis (or related analyses) do so in recordings from cells with significant nonlinearities in the upstream circuitry. In other words, the stimulus weightings are very much not linear prior to the static output nonlinearity. This is obviously true of any study employing noise stimuli and reverse correlation to examine visual processing in the cortex, but it is also true of studies that use the technique to measure visual properties of retinal ganglion cells given the strong nonlinearities present in the bipolar cell output and in other components of the retinal circuitry (including the cone photoreceptors). Of course, it would be incredibly tenuous if we used noise stimuli and the accompanying analysis as the sole method for measuring approach selectivity. This was not our intent. Instead, we intended to use it as a method complementing other experimental and analytical paradigms employed in our study.

> 6\) Circuit interpretations:Electrical coupling: the model of Figure 9 is speculative and should be omitted or given more detail. Is this simply a way to make larger subunits prior to rectification? Or something more subtle?Inhibition: Include consideration of feedback and lateral inhibition in the circuit models. Both could play a major role in the effects, in addition to crossover inhibition. Pharmacology (e.g. GABAc block, glycine block) experiments could resolve these contributions.

Thank you. We did not adequately communicate our reasoning behind the premise that electrical coupling between bipolar cells contributed to approach motion selectivity. Part of the challenge in communicating these ideas clearly was that the linear and nonlinear subunit model predictions were separated from predictions of the coupled subunit models in the original text (Figure 3 and Figure 9 in the original work). Thus, to more clearly communicate the different predictions of the underlying circuit motifs, we have combined these three models into a single figure (current Figure 5) and have carefully rewritten the accompanying text to improve clarity. Also, given the reviewers' concerns that the contribution of coupling is speculative, we have removed potentially speculative statements from the Results section and Discussion section.

Further, the computational models all contain lateral inhibition from the receptive-field surround for both the model bipolar cells subunits and the ganglion cells, yet only the model that included coupling between the bipolar cells subunits reproduced the observed approach selectivity. The mechanism that we think is at play here is described in greater detail in our previous work (Manookin et al., 2018), but we summarize it here briefly for the reviewers.

Figure 8 from Manookin et al., 2018 illustrates our working model for how electrical coupling between diffuse bipolar cells produces selectivity to visual motion in parasol ganglion cells. During visual motion, coupled bipolar cells are stimulated in sequence and a portion of the current in the first bipolar cell in the stimulus sequence travels laterally through gap junctions to the second bipolar cell. This current depolarizes the second bipolar cell by some amount (10% in the example) and, because of the nonlinear relationship between bipolar cell voltage and synaptic output, glutamate release is enhanced in the second bipolar cell (\>20% in the example). Thus, electrical coupling biases the output of the bipolar cell network to spatiotemporally correlated stimuli, such as moving objects.

In the case of approaching and receding motion, the leading edge of the annulus activates an increasing number of subunits during approaching motion. The increasing number of subunits is offset by the Gaussian profile of the receptive field for the linear and nonlinear subunit models. For the coupled subunit model, however, the potentiation produced by the expanding annulus is not offset by the receptive-field profile (Figure 5). We have added a supplementary movie showing the activation of each subunit as a function of time during an iteration of each of the models. This movie illustrates the difference between the coupled subunit model and other models nicely (see Figure 5---video 1).

> 7\) The discussion of \"ambiguity\" is confusing and should be omitted, starting with the title. The response of any single neuron, like an RGC, always leaves complete ambiguity about the stimulus that caused it. This is because the RGC only reports a single function of time (its firing rate) whereas the stimulus has an infinity of pixels that can vary in time. So one can construct infinitely many stimuli that will produce the identical response. Why should one choose among that huge iso-response set some arbitrary pair of stimuli, like approaching/receding annuli of opposite contrast, and then claim that the ambiguity is about contrast? A complete statement of what the neuron encodes is given by its response model, and as argued above one can understand the claimed \"ambiguities\" based on the standard response model in which On cells respond to local brightening and Off cells to local dimming.

We regret our choice of wording. As the reviewers are well aware, much of the literature assumes that parasol ganglion cells principally or exclusively contribute to our vision by encoding spatial contrast to retinorecipient regions of the brain (Kaplan and Shapley, 1986). This continues to be the prevailing view despite the overwhelming behavioral evidence to the contrary (Merigan and Maunsell, 1990; Schiller et al., 1990a, 1990b). Thus, in the context of the canonical theory a downstream neuron listening to the output of On and Off parasol cells would not be able to determine the contrast of a moving object depending on its trajectory. This was the motivation behind our use of the word and the general organization of the original work.

Given the confusion that this word caused, we have removed it and the surrounding discussion from the text. We have instead framed the findings of our experiments in the context of general approach selectivity, placing the responses to texture stimuli as the centerpiece of the present work according to the reviewers' helpful suggestions.

> \[Editors\' note: further revisions were suggested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]
>
> Essential revisions:The range of texture stimuli: As discussed in the first review one might expected that when texture stimuli become too coarse (covering the RGC antagonistic surround), receding motion is preferred. The report states that stimuli begin at 0.8 cycles / degree, the approximate width of the ganglion cell dendritic tree. Are there results from lower spatial frequencies, where one might expect the bias to reverse? If not, please test this range in the model and mention in the Results section.

As requested, we have now tested lower spatial frequency ranges on our computational model and the results are presented in Figure 4D, E. As the reviewers suggested, the ability to distinguish the direction of texture motion falls off at very low spatial frequencies (\<0.25 cycles/degree). To put this into context, this means that the highest frequencies (i.e., smallest scales) in an image/environment would need to be larger than the size of a golf ball held at arm's length in order for the direction of texture motion to become ambiguous from the responses of parasol ganglion cells. Thus, we feel that parasol cells and the underlying circuit mechanisms could contribute to approach detection/optical flow across a broad range of environmental conditions, particularly given the statistical properties of natural scenes (Field, 1987).

> The coupled subunit model: More detail is needed here, for example the assumed gain and length constant of electrical coupling. How do these assumed parameters relate to known properties of electrical coupling? Is the computed approach bias robust over a range of parameters? Also, given that the electrical coupling occurs before the bipolar output nonlinearity (subsection "Approach motion selectivity present for moving annuli"), this is formally equivalent to assuming a larger receptive field for the bipolar cell. How certain are we about the size of these receptive fields, and how much were they enlarged by your assumed coupling? Clarify in the Materials and methods section and Results section.

As the reviewers aptly pointed out, electrical coupling will undoubtedly expand the size of bipolar cell receptive fields. However, it is unclear whether this increase in receptive-field diameter can explain the observed bias for approaching annuli. To answer this question, we varied subunit receptive-field diameter in models lacking electrical coupling between subunits.

We used a receptive-field diameter of 32 μm in our coupled subunit model that exhibited approach selectivity to moving annuli (Figure 5C). This value was based on a previous study in which we used direct measurements of excitatory synaptic currents in parasol ganglion cells to determine the subunit size, coupling gain between subunits (gain, 0.1), and space constant for electrical coupling in the diffuse bipolar cell networks (λ, 36.4 μm) (Manookin et al., 2018). These model parameters would expand the subunit receptive field by \~7 μm. Thus, if approach selectivity were a result of subunit receptive-field expansion, we would expect to observe comparable approach selectivity values for the coupled model and a model lacking electrical coupling with subunit diameters of \~39--40 μm. However, this was not the case (Figure 5E, F). The coupled subunit models showed approach selectivity values of \~0.5 when the coupling gain was 0.1 (On model, 0.56; Off model, 0.46), but the same models that lacked coupling and with subunit diameters of 40 μm exhibited much lower approach selectivity (enlarged subunit model: On model, 0.09; Off model, 0.03). In fact, doubling the subunit receptive-field diameters did not reproduce the level of approach selectivity observed in the coupled subunit model or in our direct recordings from parasol ganglion cells (Figure 5E, F). Thus, approach bias does not arise primarily from enlarging subunit receptive fields.

What, then, accounts for the observed approach bias? To answer this question, we created a simplified subunit model which is now presented in Appendix 1. Briefly, this model demonstrates that the pattern of subunit activation (via coupli.ng) and the shape of the input-output nonlinearity generate a bias for approaching motion.

> The nonlinear center-surround subunit model: It still is not clear why this model fails to reproduce the approach bias for annuli (Figure 5C). For approaching motion, the center will be activated before the surround. In this case the inhibition from wide-field amacrine cells to bipolar cells will be delayed and not affect release. For receding motion, the surround will be activated prior to center stimulation, allowing inhibition to take hold and dampen glutamate release. As mentioned above, the model with electrical coupling is equivalent to one without coupling but with larger BC receptive fields. Why does that make such a difference (Figure 5D)? Additional interpretation of these results will help the reader understand them.

We agree that this point should be clarified. We have added a more detailed description of why the nonlinear subunit model was not strongly suppressed by receding annuli to the text. The receptive-field profiles for example On and Off parasol cells are shown in Figure 5B.

These profiles were obtained via direct measurements as described in Figure 2. The gray regions indicate the widest extent of the annulus stimulus used in the parasol cell experiments and computational models. Thus, the annulus stimulus typically fell within the receptive-field center region with minimal effect on the surround. This allowed us to utilize our computational models to investigate the potential contributions of different circuit components (e.g., electrical coupling between bipolar cells, output nonlinearities) to processing different types of motion without worrying too much about the effects of the receptive-field surround. This is now described in greater detail in Figure 5 and the accompanying text.

> The Materials and methods section on receptive field models is hard to understand (tested by one of our PhD students who was given the assignment to replicate the models). For example, what is the subunit\'s spatio-temporal receptive field in Equation 10. It would be useful if you took the reader through each of the models from start (photons) to finish (spikes) with one continuous series of equations.

We apologize that our description of the model was unclear. Based on these comments, we have extensively reorganized and rewritten the Materials and methods section dedicated to the subunit models. In addition, we have provided a simplified subunit model and example code for generating the model in MATLAB (see Appendix 1).
